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Crotalus wrote:
Quote:

afishinado wrote:
POSTS TAKING ANY THREADS OFF-TOPIC WILL BE DELETED.

Is this for the stream report section only or for the entire forum? This is gonna be one empty place if every
thread that goes off topic is deleted.
oops crap, i just took this thread off the spot burning topic...
sorry.

lol..
To clarify, we all add stuff to posts that's a little off-topic, but common courtesy should prevail. If the light comes
on after reading a post and you have another subject to write about - start a new thread.
As far as stream reports, I see no harm (in fact...good) from adding info to the report with a post, like: "Yeah, I
fished that stretch and caught a few on parachute hairs butt flies last week....."
The one thing we all have grown tired of, is the bitchin' about spot burning in way too many stream threads.
I stand somewhere in the middle on the spot burning subject. While stream reports are great for the well known
streams, there are some smaller streams that cannot handle a lot of angler pressure and/or are located in

privately owned property. Please use your judgement when posting about such streams. But, many of the
streams we are talking about have books or chapters of books written about them, and have daily stream
reports and detailed info posted about them both in print and on-line!
Anyway, IMO, "spotburning" is a legitimate FFing topic, and the debate on this subject will never end.
This thread is here serve as your place to voice your opinion on the subject for the members of the site that wish
to read about it. All opinions are welcome, as long as you do not disparage others with opinions that differ from
yours. Just my 2.
Hey Les, I like your "brown bag" analogy...Lestrout for me...more trout for you

